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About Workshop

Workshop Introduction
Aiming to reconnect with partners after a long-time physically apart, to
revitalize by looking at how the incubation network can best support its
SMEs, we would like to enable IBI Workshop to deliver knowledge,
experiences and approaches for “Better Life & Better City”. We are ready
to embark with you on the inno-incubation journey with the theme of
“Smart City”, comparing how academics, industries, science parks,
incubators, corporates, SMEs and governments drive and contribute to
the success of entrepreneurship.

Date & Time
10/18 (Monday), 10/20 (Wednesday), 10/22 (Friday)
18:30-21:30 (Beijing Time, UTC+8)（~total 9 hours）

Participant
Innovative business incubators, innovation platforms and science parks in
various countries

Methodology
Professional knowledge analysis, real case sharing, application scenario
demonstration, questioning and interaction

Conference Method
Online Workshop via Zoom
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Agenda
Date

Topic
• IBI Opening & Ice Breaking
Online interactions & sharing

2021/10/18
Monday

(workshop organizers and participants introduction)
• Acceleration Framework in Academic: From Researchers to
Startupers

Research &

Keynote sharing:

Application

‐ From research discovery to application ready: How the thinktank tells the
unique technology for the next business opportunity

‐ From ideas to business: How the accelerators coordinate and support roadmapping of spinouts

• Valuable Partnership in Cluster
Keynote sharing:
2021/10/20
Wednesday
Cooperation

‐ The role science park plays when leveraging vertical resources to serve both
corporates and SMEs
‐ The role PwC plays when integrating vertical stakeholders in exploring
business and sustainable partnership
‐ PwC insights sharing: The State of Smart City and opportunities of
innovative start-ups in Smart City Developments
• Open Innovation in Industry

Keynote sharing:
2021/10/22
Friday
Changes

‐ How corporates launch technical platform to scout and scale-up innovation
Panel Discussion:
- How to leverage resources when developing new business and promoting
sustainable cooperation among ecosystem partners
• IBI Graduation Ceremony
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Sponsor Introduction

“
International Workshop on
Business Incubation
IBI workshop is sponsored by Shanghai Technology Innovation Center and Shanghai IBI network
(accredited by Torch High Technology Industry Development Center, Ministry of Science
&Technology of China). IBI workshop is designed for business managers, entrepreneurs,
governmental officials and other incubation business. Since its initiation in 1998, IBI workshop
has attracted over 500 participants from 30 countries and regions and has been one of the major
training programs of AABI (Asian Association of Business Incubation). The workshop sponsors
and organisers work closely with innovation actives around the world to deliver the knowledge
and experiences on start-up accelerating business.

Sponsor
Shanghai Technology
Innovation Center
Founded in 1988, Shanghai Technology Innovation Center is a non-profitable public science
and technology service organisation affiliated to Science and Technology Commission of
Shanghai Municipality. STIC is responsible for a series of tech-SMEs policy implementation
as well as technology transfer services and incubators coordinating. STIC has played as the
supporting organisation of STBIA (Shanghai technology Business Incubation Association),
the leading organisation of Shanghai IBI (International Business Incubator), the
coordinating organisation of EEN (Enterprise European Network) East China, the secretariat
of AABI (Asian Association of Business Incubation).

行者常至，为者常成
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Organiser Introduction

“
Organiser
PwC
PwC provides organisations with the professional service they need, wherever they may be
located. Our highly qualified, experienced professionals listen to different points of view to help
organisations solve their business issues and identify and maximise the opportunities they seek.
Our industry specialisation allows us to help co-create solutions with our clients for their sector
of interest. At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We
are a network of firms in 155 countries with more than 284,000 people who are committed to
delivering quality in assurance, advisory and tax services.

Co-organiser
Shanghai Withub Hi-tech
Business Incubator

Established in 1999, Shanghai Withub Hi-tech Business Incubator is the first national science and
technology business incubator of Shanghai Jiao Tong University Science Park for crowd-based
innovation. Withub aims to provide innovative series services for the survival and development of
start-ups, including business mentor, technology transfer, legal consulting, policy support,
financing and investment. Taking advantages of abundant innovation and talent resources of
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Withub has successfully incubated more than 2,000 technological
start-ups. Currently, Withub operates two incubation bases in Shanghai, with a total incubation
area of 35,000 square metres.

行者常至，为者常成
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IBI Organizing Team

Cathy Zheng
Head of International
Collaboration
Shanghai Technology
Innovation Center (STIC)

Lisha Yan
Project Assistant for
Acceleration Program
Shanghai Technology
Innovation Center (STIC)

Kate Guo
Senior Manager for
Acceleration Network
Shanghai Technology
Innovation Center (STIC)

Jane Yu
Deputy General Manager
Shanghai Withub Hi-tech
Business Incubator Co., Ltd.

Rong Lin
Partner
PwC China Centre Of
Excellence (CCoE)

Echo Xiao
Associate Director
PwC China Centre Of
Excellence (CCoE)

Yue Pan
Manager for Business Strategy
Shanghai Technology
Innovation Center (STIC)

Alice Tao
International Acceleration
Project Manager
Shanghai Withub Hi-tech
Business Incubator Co., Ltd.

Alex Chen
Senior Manager
PwC China Centre Of
Excellence (CCoE)

Project Contact
ibiworkshop@163.com
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Participant Introduction
*In no particular order
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Electronics Research Institute

ERI, was established by the Presidential Decree No. 38 in 1989. It is one of the
specialized institutes affiliated to the Ministry of Scientific Research. The activities of
ERI include theoretical and applied researches in the fields of electronics,
communications, computers and informatics. Catering scientific consultancy services
to the industrial sector, for both production and services. Currently, ERI constitutes
seven departments that include more than two hundred research members to be one
of the largest research entities in Egypt.

São Josédos Campos Technology Park
An environment of convergence, focused on competitiveness and sustainable
development - this is the São Josédos Campos Technology Park, which houses three
business incubators, four business centres, two Local Clusters, four technology
development centres, three multi-user laboratories, a business office, six partner
universities and three entrepreneurial galleries. Altogether there are more than 300
companies linked to the park: 140 Resident companies - small, medium and large
(anchors); +70 Incubated/Accelerated companies - start-ups and scale-ups; +110
Companies associated to Aerospace and Defense Cluster; +80 Associated with
TICVale – ICT Cluster; 26 Small companies in Entrepreneur's Galleries
(minishoppings); 04 Institutes of science and technology; 05 Education and
Research institutes; 03 Entities of civil society; 04 Technology Development Centres.

National Association of Business
Incubator and Science and Technology
Parks
Created in 1987, the National Association of Entities Promoting Innovative
Enterprises (Anprotec) brings together around 300 members, including business
incubators, technology parks, accelerators, coworkings, teaching and research
institutions, public agencies and other entities related to entrepreneurship and
innovation. Leader of the movement in Brazil, the Association works by promoting
training activities, articulating public policies and generating and disseminating
knowledge. Currently, Brazil has 363 business incubators, 43 technology parks in
operation and 60 in implementation and design, and 57 accelerators.
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Electronics Research Institute
The IFMT has its geographical area of operation in the State of Mato Grosso, it has 14
campuses in operation (Alta Floresta, Barra do Garç
as, Cáceres, Campo Novo do
Parecis, Confresa, Cuiabá– Octayde Jorge da Silva, Cuiabá– Bela Vista, Juí
na, Pontes
and Lacerda, Primavera do Leste, Rondonópolis, São Vicente, Sorriso and Várzea
Grande). It also has five advanced campuses, in the municipalities of Diamantino,
Lucas do Rio Verde, Tangaráda Serra, Sinop and Guarantãdo Norte. Currently, it has
approximately 25 thousand students, in more than 100 courses.

HKSTP
HKSTP established in May 2001, is responsible for the planning and management of
science parks, innovation centers and industrial estates. It is committed to creating a
dynamic innovation and technology ecosystem, actively connecting various
stakeholders, cultivating scientific and technological talents, promoting exchanges
and cooperation, driving innovation and development, and creating social and
economic benefits for Hong Kong and the whole region.
HKSTP is the city’s largest R&D base. We focus on translational research, product
development and go-to-market support for both local and overseas markets. In
recent years, we’ve deepened our focus in four strategic areas – Artificial Intelligence
and Robotics, Biomedical, Data and Smart City, Fintech – to innovate, educate, and
change the world.

North Forge East

We are North Forge East – a hybrid incubator/accelerator, a member of the National
Angel Capital Organization (NACO) and the innovation partner for the Province of
Manitoba. We fuel Manitoba’s innovation economy providing entrepreneurs with
award-winning mentors, rockstar subject matter experts, and a four-stage startup
Program. North Forge East is the first non-profit, innovation based, regional business
incubator in Eastern Manitoba. We help entrepreneurs with strong business ideas
develop in the area by offering access to mentors, subject matter experts and guidance
as they progress through the start-up program.
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China Yixing Industrial Park for
Environmental Science & Technology

ES&TP is the national Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone which was approved by
State Council in 1992,which is also the unique National Hi-Tech Industrial
Development Zone features developingenvironmental protection industry.A worldclass innovation center andmanufacturing base for environmental protection
industry. China's most distinctive environmental forum and exhibition centre, the
low-carbon demonstrated city in Yangtze River Delta which integrates the scientific
development of industry and town.

Shanghai Simic Technology
Development Co., Ltd.
Shanghai Simic Technology Development Co., Ltd. (Simic Chuangyuan incubator) is
a professional incubator focusing on the Internet of things and advanced sensor
industry. It is established by Shanghai Micro System Institute of Chinese Academy of
Sciences in conjunction with innospring, Juyuan Internet of things, Datai capital,
innovation incubation investment of Chinese Academy of Sciences and other
strategic partners, integrating the technical and industrial resources of scientific
research institutes, Innospring's international incubation network resources, Juyuan
New Area's policy support resources and Datai capital's investment and financing
resources.

SCIENCE - TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION
CENTER (ISC)

Development of Science - Technology and Innovation Center (ISC) is a government
organization belongs to Hai Phong Department of Science and Technology with
functions: - R&D in Science and Technology - Promoting market in Science and
Technology - Supporting for creative startup activites In 2017, Startup devision was
launched. In 2020, Startup Haiphong was launched under the ISC with folloing
functions: - Incubating and accelerating startups - Provide specialized training
courses for startups - Organizing events - Build a startup ecosystem, startup
networking.
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Shanghai Caohejing Hi-tech Park
Innovation Center
Shanghai Caohejing Hi-Tech Park (CHJ) is one of the earliest state-level economic and
technological and development zones in China with more than 30-year expertise in
innovative development. It owns 13 parks nationwide and have more than 3000
resident technology enterprises. 131 Fortune 500 companies set up their regional
headquarters or R&D centers within CHJ and it is committed to creating a globally
competitive business environment for companies. Meanwhile CHJ also cooperates
with multi-national companies and foreign innovation institutions to develop the
technology transfer and soft-landing programs. Currently the CHJ Innovation Centerthe new generation of incubator which is solely invested by Shanghai Caohejing HiTech Park, is incubating more than 500 startups.

Skystar Ventures - Multimedia
Nusantara University
Skystar Ventures is a tech incubator and coworking space. We target early-stage
startups in the Internet, mobile, social, education, and eCommerce sectors. Startups
that disrupt traditional models excite us. Our comprehensive incubation program
enables us to provide direct and multidisciplinary support to founders, enabling
accelerated growth. Our diverse network of mentors helps founders obtain the
guidance required to build thriving companies. We also provide co-working space for
our founders to utilize for work, meetings, and conference space. Backed by one of the
largest media groups, Kompas Gramedia, we are able to provide founders access to
their unrivaled network of media and business units in multiple industries to help
grow and scale your business. We are committed to providing the resources required
to help startups create sustainable businesses in Indonesia.

NUST MISIS - National University
of Science and Technology
NUST MISIS today is a dynamic scientific and educational centre attracting the best
graduates, scientists and lecturers. The University specifically focuses on integrating
science, education and innovations, as well as establishing a creative environment for
unlocking the potential of every student.
By 2020, NUST MISIS intends to strengthen its leadership positions in a number of
areas, including material sciences, metallurgy and mining, as well as strongly
strengthen its presence in bio materials, nano- and IT-technologies.
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Thailand Science Park

ES&TP is the national Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone which was approved by
State Council in 1992,which is also the unique National Hi-Tech Industrial
Development Zone features developingenvironmental protection industry.A worldclass innovation center andmanufacturing base for environmental protection
industry. China's most distinctive environmental forum and exhibition centre, the
low-carbon demonstrated city in Yangtze River Delta which integrates the scientific
development of industry and town.

Shanghai Zhangjiang Innovation Park
Zhangjiang science and technology port is located in the new port area of Shanghai
free trade zone. Taking "future city" as the planning concept, the regional value of
Lingang New Area and the brand experience of Zhangjiang group in developing
Zhangjiang Science City are gathered to realize industrial linkage, project
coordination, service extension and efficiency superposition. An industrial park of
300000 square meters has been built, focusing on high-end intelligent
manufacturing, integrated circuits, artificial intelligence and medical devices. At this
stage, a number of high-quality enterprises have been joined.

SCIENCE - TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION
CENTER (ISC)

Development of Science - Technology and Innovation Center (ISC) is a government
organization belongs to Hai Phong Department of Science and Technology with
functions: - R&D in Science and Technology - Promoting market in Science and
Technology - Supporting for creative startup activites In 2017, Startup devision was
launched. In 2020, Startup Haiphong was launched under the ISC with folloing
functions: - Incubating and accelerating startups - Provide specialized training
courses for startups - Organizing events - Build a startup ecosystem, startup
networking.
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Participant
Egypt

Bothaina Mahmoud Fouad

Hala ElSadek

Economics Researcher
Electronics Research Institute

Head of Technology Development and
link to Industry Committee, Head of
Microstrip Department
Electronics Research Institute

Hesham Eldeeb
President
Electronics Research Institute

China

Yinglei Ma

Ma Cheng

Vice Manager
Electronics Research Institute

Project Manager
Shanghai Caohejing Hi-tech
Park Innovation Center

Chutian Li

Zhang Zhang

Marketing Manager
SIMIC Holdings

Secretary
International Technology
Transfer Network

Zepeng Jiao

Qiran Cao

International Coorpration Manager
International Technology
Transfer Network

Manager
China Yixing Industrial Park for
Environmental Science &
Technology

Xiufeng Lu

Matt Hu

Business Development Manager
Shanghai Zhangjiang Lingang
Investment Development Co., Ltd

Senior Business Development Manager
Hong Kong Science & Technology
Parks Corporation
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Participant
Canada

Shane Li
President
North Forge East

Brazil

Jardel Pauber Matos e Silva

Executive Manager International
Business Development
São Josédos Campos
Technology Park

Daniel Leipnitz

Léa Paula Vanessa Xavier
Corrêa de Morais

Vice President
ANPROTEC
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Rodrigo Mendes

Director
National Association of Business
Incubator and Science and
Technology Parks
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General Manager of Business Incubator
Federal Institute of Mato Grosso

Participant
Vietnam
Cam Huong
Vice Director
SCIENCE - TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION CENTER (ISC)

Indonesia

Renaldo Sutjiady

Ahmad Gamal

Program Coordinator
Skystar Ventures - Multimedia
Nusantara University

Director
Directorate of Innovation and
Science Techno Park

Russia

Rogozinskiy Evgeny
Technology Transfer Officer
National University of Science
and Technology
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Participant
Thailand

Chusanart Phongsuwan
Business Development Officer
Thailand Science Park
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Guest Speaker
Introduction
* In speech order
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Oct. 18

Hao Sheng
Technical Director
Shanghai Artificial Intelligence Institute Co., Ltd

As the Technical Director of Shanghai Artificial Intelligence Institute, Shen Hao is
highly experienced in the commercialization of research findings in frontier areas
such as AI, big data processing and analytics, imaging, and image recognition and
compression. Shen Hao got his Ph.D in the University of Liverpool. He has 7
patented inventions and has published 2 academic books and 14 papers.
Shen Hao once worked in Shanghai Advanced Research Institute, Chinese Academy
of Sciences (SARI) on visual analytics. He has participated in the development of 5
national standards and several state and provincial-level research projects, including
the Pioneer Program of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai’s AI Innovation
Program, a program launched by the Ministry of Science and Technology and a
project funded by Shanghai’s Zhangjiang Hi-tech Park.

Jane Yu
Deputy General Manager
Shanghai Withub Hi-tech Business
Incubator Co., Ltd

Jane is the Vice General Manager of Shanghai Withub Hi-tech Business Incubator
Co., Ltd. As a forward-looking professional in business management and
technological innovation, Jane is capable of making economic forecast and keeping
up with technology and market trends. Jane has been working in business incubation
since she graduated from SJTU in 2002. Over the past 19 years, she has helped
incubate a number of startups, many of which have grown into listed companies.
With rich experience in providing entrepreneurship service, Jane has organized
many training activities and innovation competitions.
In October 2020, Jane is responsible for managing business incubation, tech finance,
the construction of innovation platforms and the commercialization of research
findings through cooperation among enterprises, universities and research institutes.
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Oct. 20

Weiqin Sun
Deputy general manager of Zhangjiang
science and technology investment,
President of Zhangjiang innovation college

Ms. Weiqin Sun holds a degree in Master of Business Administration from Fudan
University and is also a certified Senior Economist. She currently holds a position in
Shanghai Zhanjiang science and Technology Venture Capital as a deputy general
manager. Before this role, she has dedicated her professional services with Zhanjiang
for over 20 years and has served multiple roles, from headmaster of Zhanjiang
Innovation institute, executive director of Zhangjiang business incubator
management and to the president of Zhanjiang Biomedical Industry sector platform.

While at the same time, she is also driving the Zhanjiang characteristic featured
methods of helping entrepreneurs in access to venture loan, incubation investment
and integrating both domestic and international corporation innovation centres in
Zhanjiang.

Alex Chen
Senior Manager
PwC China Centre Of Excellence (CCoE)

Mr. Alex Chen is a manager of PwC China Center of Excellence of the Shanghai
office. He began his career in Shanghai with PwC in 2018. During his professional
years, PoHsu has extensive experience in working with all stages of start-ups,
covering from financial advisory services in M&A to the investment of the start-up
from the corporate venture capital side.
In PwC, he is responsible for running and coordinating multiple tech-driven
accelerator programs that supports start-up scale. With his active involvement in the
start-up community, he also drives cross boarder start-up collaboration programs of
PwC China with cross territories of PwC and ecosystem partners.
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Dr. Albert Wong
Partner, Public Sector Consulting
PwC Hong Kong

Albert has over 20 years of consulting experience and has extensive experience in policy
formulation and review, feasibility study and business planning in the areas of innovation
and technology (I&T) and economic development.
Albert assisted the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region with
developing a Smart City Blueprint and formulating a strategy for developing a Common
Spatial Data Infrastructure. He also advised the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks
Corporation on a number of strategic projects related to I&T.
Albert is invited regularly to speak on smart city, innovation and technology, and spatial
data infrastructure. He holds a PhD in Engineering from the University of Cambridge and
was elected a Junior Research Fellowship of Wolfson College, Cambridge.

Oct. 22

Christine Zhu
Industry Cooperation Senior Manager
National Intelligent Sensor Innovation Center

Christine Zhu, Industry Cooperation Senior Manager of National Intelligent Sensor
Innovation Center (SIWAVE Inc.). In the industry of semiconductor for more than
ten years, Ms. Minying was once a project manager in TechInsights, a world leading
semiconductor IP consulting firm.
Then she worked as industry cooperation manager in Shanghai Industrial
μTechnology Research Institute, and now in National Intelligent Sensor Innovation
Center, in charge of technical marketing.
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Shuang Liu
Head of NOVA External Ventures APAC
Saint-Gobain

Shuang received PhD in Chemistry from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. She held various technical positions in Saint-Gobain North
America across ceramics and building materials businesses between 20122020, the last role being R&D Director of CertainTeed Architectural Solutions.
Shuang moved back to her home country in late 2020, and is currently leading
open innovation and venturing activities in APAC. Her team engages with
start-up ecosystems and Saint-Gobain to structure partnerships and
investments for transformational growth. She also supports M&A activities in
APAC as part of the Business Development team.

Karen Li
Innovation Manager
Porsche China

Karen Li is a Innovation Manager of Porsche China. Prior to joining Porsche,
Karen has extensive experience that involves innovation, acceleration and
innovation strategy consulting for various international clients, such as SAP,
Porsche China, Audi China, Schneider electric.
In Porsche, just in 9 months, she has successfully helped Porsche China build the
first local innovation accelerator program in Production 4.0 and brought one of
two potential candidates for strategic venture developments. Meanwhile, she has
also helped curate a regular hosting program “Porsche Future Dialogue” for
external innovation ecosystem, start-up and edge tech introduction.
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Yang Jiang
Senior Associate
PwC China Center of Excellence

Yang is a Senior Associate of PwC China Center of Excellence of the Shanghai
office. He began his career in Shanghai with PwC in 2020. Before joining PwC,
Yang has had extensive experience in marketing and product management.
As a “Tech-cantered” person, he believes in the transformative power of
technology. In PwC, Yang is responsible for managing the joint innovation
initiatives between local start-ups and PwC. He is keen to uncover potential
business opportunities and empower high-potential solutions with the right
resources.
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